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Abstract: A file encryption plan is proposed based on features of the Cloud-specific file hierarchy. We 
recommend using Layer Access Structure to solve the problem of many hierarchical files under 
discussion. We conduct and implement comprehensive experiments for the Penguin Plan FH-Club. In the 
current system, the cost and time of file encryption is high, the system understands some time, computing, 
and the cost is very high. Layered access structures are combined into only one access structure, after 
which hierarchical files are encrypted using the integrated access structure. The cipher text components 
associated with attributes can be shared across files. Club-penguin-ABE plans are affordable which are 
more varied and therefore suitable for general applications. Many of the hierarchical files that are 
discussed are resolved by using the layer of access layer structure. In the proposed system, the storage of 
encrypted texts and the price for encoding files are preserved. As the number of files increases, the 
benefits of our plan become more evident. Therefore, the encoded text storage and file encryption time 
are saved. In addition, the proposed plan proved to be safe under the standard hypothesis. 
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1. INTRODUCTION: 
The cloud (CSP) can be the manager of cloud 
servers and provide multiple services to a 
customer. The data owner encrypts and loads the 
encoding text generated in the CSP. The user 
downloads and decodes the interested CSP 
ciphertext. Shared files often have a hierarchical 
structure. In this study, a specialized file encryption 
plan was proposed according to the type of layer of 
a cloud computing access structure called Club 
penguin-ABE file hierarchy. Common documents 
have a mark on the multilevel hierarchy, especially 
in healthcare and the armed forces [1]. However, 
the structure of the shared file hierarchy is not 
explored in Club penguin-ABE. File encryption 
based on text policies is the preferred file 
encryption technology to solve the serious problem 
of discussing secure data in cloud computing. Go 
ahead and make a Personal Health Record (PHR). 
To share PHR information securely in cloud 
computing, someone divides their PHR information 
into a double-edged sword: m1 private information 
that can contain the patient's name, child, phone 
number, address, etc. 
2. PRELIMINARY SYSTEM: 
Sahai and Waters proposed identity-based file 
encryption in 2005, which was the prototype for 
ABE. Recently, a variant of ABE called Club 
penguin-ABE has been proposed. Gentry and 
Silverberg also suggested the first visualization of 
the hierarchical file encryption plan, several Club 
Penguin-ABE hierarchy schemes have been 
proposed. Wan et al. ABE proposed hierarchical 
plan. Later, Zou introduced an EBA hierarchical 
plan, while the secret size is a straight line, using 
the Attribute Set Arrangement [2]. The 
Hierarchical EBA policy hierarchy plan can also be 
studied with short cipher text. During these 
schemes, the domain of parental delegation 
controls the domains of delegation for children, 
along with the domain of the higher-level 
authorization, creates a secret key for the next-level 
domain. Key creation work is sent across multiple 
licensing areas and the burden on the main power 
center is reduced. Disadvantages of the current 
system: In the current system, the cost and time of 
file encryption are high. In any particular 
hierarchical file, many hierarchical files are used. 
System basic concepts: More precisely, the access 
structure, two-line maps, the DBDH assumption, 
and the hierarchical access tree are presented. The 
user downloads and decodes the interested CSP 
cipher text. Common files will generally have a 
hierarchical structure. That is, many files are 
divided into several subsets of the hierarchy that 
exists at different levels of access. When files in 
the same hierarchical structure can be encrypted 
with an internal access structure, the cipher text 
storage price and the file encryption time price can 
be saved. Authority: It's a completely trustworthy 
entity that accepts consumer registration in the 
cloud. Cloud: It is a semi-trusted entity in the cloud 
system [4]. Data owner: Your big data must be 
stored and shared on the cloud. User: He really 
wants to access a lot of data on the cloud. 
Understanding procedures are indicated below. 
First of all, the consumer decodes the encrypted 
text and obtains the content key using the FH-Club 
penguin-ABE understanding process. First of all, 
power creates the public key and the secret key of 
the Penguin-Abby Battery Plan. Then the authority 
creates a secret key for each user. Third, the data 
owner encrypts the content keys according to the 
access policy. 
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Fig.1.Framework of proposed scheme 
3. ENCRYPTION SCHEME: 
In this study, a specialized file encryption plan was 
proposed according to the type of layer of a cloud 
computing access structure called Club penguin-
ABE file hierarchy. The FH-Club penguin-ABE 
extends to the typical Club penguin-ABE with a 
hierarchical structure of access policies, for simple, 
flexible and good access control. Contributions to 
our plan are three aspects. First of all, we 
recommend the Layer Access Type Structure to 
solve the problem of several hierarchy files 
discussed [4]. Files are encrypted with an 
integrated access structure. We then officially 
established the integrity of the FH-Club penguin-
ABE plan that can effectively withstand specific 
text attacks, according to the assumption of the 
Bilateral Diffie-Hellman Decision. Third, we are 
conducting and implementing a comprehensive 
FH-Club penguin-ABE plan, and the results of the 
simulations also revealed that FH-Club penguin-
ABE has low storage costs and arithmetic 
complexity when it comes to encryption and 
understanding of files. Benefits of the proposed 
system: The proposed plan comes with a feature 
that allows users to decrypt all credentials by 
calculating the secret key at once. Thus, the price 
of understanding time can also be saved when the 
user needs to decode several files. The price of the 
bill of understanding can also be reduced if users 
are forced to decrypt multiple files at once. 
FH-Club penguin-ABE Method: According to the 
plan, a better file encryption process is proposed 
via the FH-Club penguin-ABE plan to reduce 
computational complexity. In addition, a brief 
discussion of the FH-Club penguin-ABE plan with 
improved file encryption: in the text of the cipher 
CT, some transport nodes are removed from the CT 
when they do not have any details about the level 
node, which indicates information to a paper node 
or a non-paper node or A level node or a transport 
node in the hierarchical access tree [5]. The other 
operations are performed just like the FH-Club 
penguin-ABE basic penguin game. In the Secure of 
Fundamental FH-Club penguin-ABE stage, you 
will find 9 qualifying thresholds related to the 
threshold associated with the transport node in T. 
The sub node corresponding to the transport node 
must be deleted when the transport node is not flat 
the transport node sub nodes do not have a level 
node; because this these transport nodes do not 
have details about the level knot. In this article, we 
suggest the Club penguin-ABE variable to 
efficiently share hierarchical files in the cloud. 
Hierarchical files are encrypted because they have 
an integrated access structure and also the 
encrypted text components associated with 
attributes can be shared by files. Therefore, the 
encoded text storage and file encryption time are 
saved. When sharing two hierarchy files, the FH-
Club penguin-ABE plan performs better than Club 
penguin-ABE when it comes to the time cost of file 
encoding and decoding and the cost of CT storage. 
Therefore, the safety manual should only be 
provided for FH-Club penguin-ABE. In this 
section, the safety bet on the proposed plan is 
presented first. As part of the simulation, the FH-
Club penguin-ABE system application encodes the 
file encoding format raised in the file encryption 
process [6]. Experimental results reveal that the 
proposed plan is very effective, especially when it 
comes to file encryption and understanding. 
4. PREVIOUS STUDY: 
Gentry and Silverberg proposed the first design of 
a hierarchical plan for file encryption, as many 
hierarchical Club penguin-ABE schemes are 
proposed. The key creation function is charged in 
several licensing areas and the load on the main 
energy center is reduced. Currently, you will find 
three types of access structures, the portal, the 
access tree and the fixed line discussion plan 
(LSSS) used in current Club penguin-ABE 
systems. Environment friendly and others. Lay 
people and others. Club penguin-ABE schemes 
proposed with the understanding of external 
sources to reduce the understanding of the user's 
workload [7]. Van and others. ABE random plan 
proposed to solve the problem of dynamic member 
management. 
5. CONCLUSION: 
A layer type access structure is provided to obtain 
the various hierarchical files under discussion. In 
the process of understanding, users can decrypt all 
their credentials by calculating the secret key once, 
since the transfer nodes are placed in the access 
structure with the k-level nodes. The proposed plan 
has a feature that enables users to decrypt all 
credentials by calculating the secret key at once. 
The proposed plan has a feature that enables users 
to decrypt all credentials by calculating the secret 
key at once. Thus, the understanding price can also 
be saved over time when the user needs to decrypt 
multiple files. The computational price can also be 
reduced for comprehension if users have to decode 
multiple files at once. In addition, it appears that 
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the proposed plan becomes safe under the premise 
of DBDH. Experimental simulation implies that the 
proposed plan is very effective when it comes to 
encoding and understanding files. 
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